
Hvordan finne riktig SSM Hjelm? 

To ensure you purchase the correct sized helmet, you need to measure the crown of your 
head. With a tape measure or piece of string, measure around your head, just above your ears 
in centimeters. Then refer to the information below to ensure you buy the correct helmet. 
Helmets should be a snug, secure fit and may be a little tighter than the worn one that you are 
used to. The fit of new helmets will relax a little over time. 

The adults sizes correspond as below: 

 XS = 52-53cm  

 S = 54-55cm  

 M = 56-57cm  

 L = 58-59cm  

 XL = 60-61cm  

 XXL = 62-63cm  

The Junior sizes for our outstanding new CMR helmet are as below: 

 XS = 53-54cm  

 S = 55-56cm  

 M = 57-58cm  

 L = 59-60cm  

Fitting your helmet. 

The best way is to hold the chin straps to the side and even slightly stretch the helmet as you 
pull it over your head. Pass the strap through the two D rings, then split the two D rings and 
pass the strap back through and pull it snug. This secures the helmet. 

To remove the helmet pull the D ring tab outward (away from your face) and release the strap 
tension. Then unthread the strap through the D rings. Then simply pull the chin straps to the 
side and whilst pulling outwards lift the helmet from your head. 
 

All helmets are legal for NBF (Norwegian) and FIA (Worldwide) competitions. The Snell SA2010 
should be FIA approved for at least 10 years (for example the old Snell SA2000 standard is 
legal until the end of 2014 in FIA events and 2019 in NBF events). Please note that a crash 
helmet should be replaced long before it runs out of homologation and always replaced after 
being knocked or banged in an accident. 

Our new Junior Karting helmet is approved to Snell/FIA CMR2007 which means it is legal for 
under 15 year old Karters and it should be noted that from the 1st January 2013 this standard 
is mandatory for this age group in national events. 

 

 
IMPORTANT WARNING ABOUT PRODUCT LIMITATIONS 
Unfortunately some accidents result in head injuries that cannot be prevented by any helmet. Even a 
very low speed accident can result in a serious head injury or death. Please read the manual provided 
with your helmet to ensure proper use, fit and care of your helmet. 


